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Introduction

Today’s postsecondary students accumulate college credit and other validated learning experiences from more sources and in more forms than ever before. Adult learners may complete military or corporate training, obtain credit for prior learning through a competency-based examination, or accumulate credits at multiple institutions along their educational journey. Additionally, high school students routinely earn college credit through dual enrollment programs or exam scores on AP or IB exams. The formal recognition of the many forms and locations in which postsecondary learning takes place honors those students’ experiences and brings them closer to completing their desired postsecondary credential.

As credit accumulation options have proliferated, student mobility patterns have also shifted and are now increasingly multi-directional, crossing institutional types, system and state boundaries, and occurring over longer periods of time.¹ In fact, the majority of degree holders have transcripts with credit from multiple institutions.² The intersection of these trends has exposed systemic problems and the challenges that students face when they attempt to not only earn credits but to move those credits between postsecondary institutions. These systemic challenges disproportionately impact students from lower socioeconomic backgrounds and contribute to lower levels of credential completion.³

In this issue brief, we introduce holistic credit mobility as a framework for making sense of contemporary student mobility and devising solutions that center the success of mobile students with multiple forms and sources of validated learning. In the sections that follow, we define holistic credit mobility and highlight strategies to support its effective deployment throughout postsecondary institutions and systems.
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² Ibid.
Mobility Matters

Secondary schools, postsecondary institutions, and employers have started down the path of translating more types of learning into transcriptable credits, including dual enrollment, military training, employer-offered training or professional development, and other options. These approaches to learning have created more opportunities than ever for students to earn postsecondary credits and bring them closer to completing a credential. However, when a student moves institutions, they frequently find that they lose ground when they try to apply those credits towards a program of study at the new institution.

**People learn through a variety of modalities**, including in K-12 schools, colleges and universities, and the workplace.

In some cases, people obtain **validated learning** when they convert learning into college credit.

**Credits** are generally earned through taking college courses, whether in-person, online, or through a hybrid format.

According to the Government Accountability Office, transfer students lose an estimated 43 percent of their credits when they move to a new institution. While credit articulation policies are frequently less than generous, these credit losses are exacerbated by the fact that the course transfer process is often remarkably difficult to navigate, suffers from a lack of clear communication, and is inconsistent from student-to-student or from institution-to-institution. The student and the receiving institution are generally left patching together previous learning, while the institution the student exited from has very little role in supporting the transition.

**Offering more options for how and where students earn credits is insufficient on its own; students must also be enabled to count those credits toward a credential of value.**

Transfer credit loss and difficulties in navigation are sufficient cause to revisit transfer policy and practice. And, course transfer is not the only situation where mobility disadvantages students seeking postsecondary credentials. Students who participate in dual enrollment in high school, competency-based assessments, prior learning assessments, portfolios, or other options...
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generally face unclear and inconsistent policies and may find that their learning is not consistently accepted across institutions. In sum, offering more options for how and where students earn credits is insufficient on its own; students must also be enabled to count those credits toward a credential of value.

Failure to attend to the realities of a mobile student population has consequences for individual completion and for nationwide attainment. In the sections that follow, we present a new conceptual framework for how institutions, systems, and policy leaders can better serve mobile students: holistic credit mobility.

Holistic Credit Mobility

Numerous researchers and policy organizations have called for postsecondary institutions to allow learning done outside of their own classrooms to count towards students’ desired credentials. Many of these studies focus on one specific credit accumulation modality rather than looking at them globally—for example, prior learning assessment, credit by exam, course transfer, dual enrollment, or military or corporate training. Existing research has also been slow to consider the impact of student mobility on how learning completed outside of the classroom is assessed and applied towards a student’s degree plan.
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Holistic credit mobility embraces the multi-source, multi-modal credit accumulation of mobile students, and empowers those students to chart a path that counts all their learning toward a credential.

In contrast, holistic credit mobility embraces the multi-source, multi-modal credit accumulation of mobile students, and empowers those students to chart a path that counts all their learning toward a credential. To accomplish this, holistic credit mobility shifts the perspective to center learning as the determining factor in credential completion. Rather than focusing exclusively on inputs, holistic credit mobility centers the output—student learning—as the most important determinant in student progress towards their credential. When institutions embrace holistic credit mobility, students know how validated learning from any source will count toward credential requirements before they enter a postsecondary institution. Students will not have to repeat successful, validated learning along their journey. Finally, students are advised and supported in charting a learning pathway from wherever they are to the credential they seek.

When postsecondary institutions center learning, they begin with the question: “What learning happened?” The answer to that question drives the evaluation of the student’s experiences and how they can apply towards the desired credential. Centering learning also necessitates a more expansive view of how students can gain the experiences that they still need to earn their credential. While classroom, online, or hybrid coursework may be needed, the institution may also support and encourage students to make additional progress towards their credential by leveraging other ways to demonstrate learning.

**Holistic Credit Mobility centers learning first by:**

- Counting validated learning regardless of source
- Avoiding repeated learning of the same content
- Requiring inter-institutional collaboration
- Including student advising on what credit is accepted as well as what learning is still required to earn desired credential

Holistic credit mobility also rejects the notion that repeating successful learning is acceptable. As students with work and life experiences navigate postsecondary systems, it is not uncommon for content that was gained on the job to be repeated in the classroom, either for all or part of entire courses. Rather than using credential requirements against students with policies that require entire courses to be repeated, or letting good-but-not-perfect course equivalencies hold
students back, centering learning means that institutions accept that there may be more than one way to the finish line.

Finally, holistic credit mobility requires postsecondary institutions to work together in new ways. As it is currently constructed, moving between institutions before completing a credential is generally regarded as something to avoid—even though 64 percent of Bachelor’s degree completers who began in the 2014-15 academic year earned credits at more than one institution before completing. Students generally accept that they will likely lose progress in the process, thus presenting students with unnecessarily complicated choices when their life circumstances require mobility. While practices like reverse transfer attempt to correct for this, they only address the share of students that managed to successfully navigate vertical transfer. Greater degrees of institutional cooperation within and across systems may support a new view of student mobility—one where it is not a disadvantage, but an accepted trait of today’s students that must be accounted for in ways that still support timely completion.

In the sections that follow, we dive into three necessary supports for more holistic credit mobility—technology, policy, and practice—to explore and define ways that systems and institutions can grow to better support student mobility.

**Necessary Supports for Holistic Credit Mobility**

To successfully move towards holistic credit mobility, institutions, systems, and states must address three necessary supports: supportive technology, policy, and responsive practice.

- **Supportive Technology**: Currently, there is inconsistent or insufficient technological development to support reconciling learning from multiple sources, and the technologies that do exist are limited and fragmented.

- **Policy-Driven**: State policy is generally quiet when it comes to institutional approaches to reconciling learning from multiple sources, resulting in a patchwork of institutional policies that compromise student mobility. Policy has also been slow to attend to the financial disincentives that institutions face in the credit assessment and acceptance process.

- **Responsive Practice**: Limited support to students who have withdrawn or stopped out, insufficient or ineffective student advising to encourage exploration of ways to gain credits outside of the classroom, and unclear pathways for moving between institutions all represent problems in practice at the institutional or cross-institutional level.
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Developing and applying a holistic credit mobility framework may begin the process of solving these challenges. Not only does a holistic view tie together each of the various modalities available to students for credit accumulation, it also centers the mobility and flexibility that people seek as we emerge from the peaks of the COVID-19 pandemic.

Importantly, these three supports to holistic credit mobility are overlapping and work in concert to provide learners with more integrated and streamlined credentialing opportunities. Deploying technological tools is no substitute for responsive practice, and vice versa. Meaningful policy may be an underlying driver to efforts in the other two areas. The framework is intended to be used integratively, and not to separate efforts that are inherently mutually reinforcing.

In the sections that follow, we discuss each of these potential supports to holistic credit mobility in more detail and provide examples of promising actions from the field.
Supportive Technology

Technological tools can support mobile students by providing information to support their institutional choice and forward-looking planning. While effective academic advising is a necessary complement to technological interventions, putting information about how previous educational experiences are assessed in the transfer process in a broadly accessible, reliable, and customizable tool allows students to self-assess and plan what may be needed to bring them closer to completing their credential.

Technological solutions related to learning assessment and credential progress exist on a broad spectrum from relatively simple websites that display course transfer libraries to tools that assess course descriptions to create equivalencies in real time,¹² systems that match completed learning to the most efficient credential option, or blockchain-based systems where students keep track of their own learning in a digital wallet.¹³ Some tools are proprietary, while others are more broadly accessible. The field is constantly developing, which necessitates an ongoing assessment of institution, system, and state-level tools and the extent to which they are providing the intended outcomes.

Tools that can support students in understanding how their previous or future educational experiences can bring them to a credential most efficiently are key. Tools should also be responsive to the audience that they intend to reach. While transfer course libraries are helpful, this type of user interface may be easier for a skilled academic advisor to navigate versus a current or prospective student who is less familiar with the requirements to complete their desired credential.

No technological solution will completely correct for the challenges to embodying a holistic approach to credit mobility. However, putting technological interventions in place that can provide timely, reliable, and understandable information in the reach of students and advisors is a key step.


The majority of formal policy related to credit mobility rests at the institution and system levels, with states providing supportive guidance in legislation, regulation, or via memorandums of understanding between systems or subsets of institutions. By and large, policy approaches are disproportionately focused on vertical transfer—ensuring that students who begin their postsecondary pathway in a two-year college are able to successfully navigate to and complete a four-year degree in a college or university. Even with more robust policy focused on improving vertical transfer, the share of students that successfully navigate the pathway is small: while 80 percent of students in community colleges aspire to earn a bachelor’s degree, 31 percent will successfully transfer, and only 14 percent of those students will earn a bachelor’s degree within six years. Policy addressing other types of student mobility—for example, four-year to four-year transfer, student mobility across state lines, gaining credit for learning done outside of the classroom, or providing credit-by-exam across institutions, is much less developed.

State- and system-level policy leaders may have an opportunity to act in two key ways to support holistic credit mobility. First, current institutional and state-level governance structures were not always designed with the type of collaboration needed to advance a holistic credit mobility framework. To correct for this, some states and systems have created cooperative groups and task forces between two- and four-year institutions to support vertical transfer policy development. Fewer such groups exist to support collaboration in considering a wider array of policies that implicate mobile students. Bringing a wider array of stakeholders to the table to improve experiences for mobile students—namely, high schools, four-year institutions, and employers may lead to greater levels of cohesion and cooperation across sectors.

Second, policy leaders may consider the financial incentives and disincentives that postsecondary institutions face when it comes to granting credit for learning done outside of their particular classrooms. In some jurisdictions, incentives can exist for two-year colleges to prepare students for successful transfer, but fewer financial incentives exist for four-year institutions to accept those students with all of their earned credits. Far fewer incentives exist for institutions to take a holistic approach to evaluating the totality of student learning and maximizing application of that learning towards a credential. In postsecondary systems that are increasingly tuition dependent, the financial disincentives to institutions providing holistic credit mobility may be relieved through public policy intervention.
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Responsive Practice

Technology and policy changes alone will not be enough to move people and institutions towards a more holistic approach to credit mobility—practices must also respond. While policies can set guideposts, implementation and integration into daily practice is what will ultimately impact students. Several current common practices at the institution and system levels that preclude holistic credit mobility include limited support for students who have withdrawn, lack of capacity for academic advising, and unclear inter-institutional pathways.

Mobile students may be faced with situations that necessitate withdrawing from the term or program in which they are enrolled. While transitions would ideally line up with the end of the course or term, the reality is that this may not be possible in all situations. When students withdraw partway through the term, they are generally faced with a barrage of processes depending on the point in the term in which they withdraw. Reforms in federal and state policies impacting mobile students—such as Return to Title IV funds (R2T4) and Satisfactory Academic Progress (SAP)—could certainly further support mobile students. And, even absent these reforms, there may be space for institutions to act to better support students that are faced with not completing the term they initially intended to finish. This could include efforts like proactively providing students with transfer options in the region, providing unique supports for students that might owe a balance to the institution, or planning in advance for the student’s re-entry in a future term.

Students that intend to bring in credit and learning from other institutions also have specific and unique advising needs. However, high advisor to student ratios have been prevalent in many postsecondary institutions for a considerable amount of time. Constrained capacity on the advising side likely contributes to prospective students not having access to advising prior to admission, slower times to review students’ prior transcripts and learning, and students pursuing inefficient credential plans without first consulting an advisor. Absent additional advising capacity, students coming into institutions with previous learning experiences need other ways to ensure that no stone is left unturned in assessing their prior learning and experiences towards their desired credential.

Finally, postsecondary institutions—especially those located in the same geographic regions—should shift practices to assume student mobility rather than avoid it. Whether or not institutions proactively communicate and set up course and learning equivalencies, students within the region are likely moving between their institutions. Rather than leaving students to navigate these trajectories on their own, institutions on both the sending and receiving end will better support greater levels of system- or state-wide enrollment by supporting mobile students. Creating inter-institution communication channels where they may not exist and supporting and maintaining that communication is key to supporting holistic student mobility.
Putting Holistic Credit Mobility into Practice

Creating a more holistic vision for credit mobility can be supported by technology, policy, and practice. However, for the concept of holistic credit mobility to have impact, it must be translated into action. In the sections that follow, we illustrate how institutions and systems that have leveraged at least one of the three supports for holistic credit mobility in their approach to better serving mobile students.

Transfer Explorer

Transfer Explorer, co-developed by Ithaka S+R and the City University of New York (CUNY), is a publicly accessible website displaying easy-to-navigate, real-time data on how any course taken at any CUNY college will be treated if a student transfers to any other CUNY college.¹⁶ In just two years, Transfer Explorer has become a critical piece of CUNY’s transfer infrastructure, with over 64,000 unique users accessing the site since May 2020. In addition to serving as an informational resource to prospective transfer students and their advisors, a group of eight CUNY institutions has formed a community of practice to utilize the public site and additional feature prototypes to inform changes in transfer policy and processes. Examples include speeding up the process of transcript evaluation, facilitating the creation and updating of articulation agreements, proactively setting and monitoring student transfer intention plans, and intervening to help new transfer students choose the most efficient course registrations at their destination college. During the project, the community of practice colleges have seen notable improvements in outcomes such as the time between transfer admission and course evaluation and the share of transfer students able to count all of their credits toward their new degree.¹⁷

Other features under development include functionality for users to see how transferred courses count toward any degree program at any CUNY college, the ability for users to create and monitor a transfer plan, details on the outcomes of transfer students at each of CUNY’s colleges, and the inclusion of information on how CUNY colleges treat credits or validated learning earned outside of CUNY. The Transfer Explorer team also has plans to expand or replicate the site to other higher education institutions and state systems.

Transfer Explorer demonstrates holistic credit mobility because it leverages a technological solution to make authoritative, real-time course equivalency and degree applicability information broadly accessible.

¹⁶ Transfer Explorer is available at https://explorer.cuny.edu/.

information broadly accessible. The tool is also scaled across the entire system, connecting institutions that often share students. Finally, as a public site, the tool is designed to meet students’ information needs, whether they have applied for admission or not. Any user can learn how credits earned at any CUNY institution—and soon, any credits earned anywhere evaluated by a CUNY institution—will count toward degree program requirements at other CUNY institutions.

Oregon House Bill 4059

Over the last ten years, lawmakers in Oregon have leveraged policy to improve credit mobility across the state. In 2012, H.B. 4059 instructed the HECC and State Board of Higher Education to increase the number and type of academic credits accepted for prior learning through more transparent institutional policies and practices.18 Five years later in 2017, H.B. 2998 addressed transferability for credits earned through prior learning by establishing a foundational curriculum with credits that would transfer and count towards degree requirements at four-year public institutions as well as developing a unified statewide transfer agreement for each major course of study.19 Finally, in 2021, S.B. 233 established a Transfer Council tasked with developing a common course numbering system and Major Transfer Maps.20

In addition to efforts to reform prior learning and transfer policies, Oregon has also taken steps to align funding incentives to better serve mobile students. Through HECC’s Student Success and Completion Model, the state’s seven public universities can receive funding increases for transfer students completing degrees on their campuses.21

Oregon’s funding policies incentivize four-year institutions to enroll and support mobile students by providing funding increases when they complete credentials.

Oregon’s policy-driven efforts to create transfer pathways leverages holistic credit mobility in several ways. First, the policies address not only classroom learning but also credit earned through prior learning assessment. Additionally, Oregon’s policies support inter-institutional communication through the Transfer Council. This type of collaboration will hopefully continue to ensure that mobile students are not disadvantaged when they move between institutions in
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Oregon. Finally, Oregon’s funding policies incentivize four-year institutions to enroll and support mobile students by providing funding increases when they complete credentials.

Maryland House Bill 460
Similar to Oregon, the state of Maryland has used policy to drive support for mobile students, with an angle towards accountability. Enacted in 2021, Maryland H.B. 460 requires public postsecondary institutions to report when they deny an enrolled student’s transfer credit or course. This report is sent to the student and to the institution where the credit was earned. Annually, each institution is required to provide a report of the courses they have denied for transfer to the Maryland Higher Education Commission. This policy may place pressure on receiving institutions to accept more credits for incoming transfer students.

The legislation also requires the Commission to establish a statewide transfer agreement where at least 60 credits earned at any state community college are guaranteed to transfer to any public four-year institution. Lastly, the Commission was required to collaborate with public postsecondary institutions in Maryland to implement a statewide reverse transfer agreement where at least 30 credits from a four-year public institution could be transferred to a community college to award an associate’s degree.22

Maryland’s recent efforts illustrate holistic credit mobility by leveraging policy to encourage institutions to accept credits and providing an accountability incentive to accept credits. The state is also focusing on expanding efforts past vertical transfer to include reverse transfer.

WICHE Interstate Passport
The Western Interstate Compact for Higher Education, or WICHE, brings members together to support higher education systems and collaboration across the western United States. Part of their efforts include student mobility and transfer, including work on the Interstate Passport, a national program which enables seamless block transfer of lower division courses based on multi-state, faculty-developed learning outcomes instead of a specific set of courses and credits. Through the program, students demonstrate competencies for a block of lower-division general education courses, earning an Interstate Passport that they can take to any of the member institutions. Though courses may not have one-to-one equivalencies across institutions, students are guaranteed that the credits they have earned will be accepted in network institutions. The Interstate Passport also provides students with a simple way to take credits out of an institution, if the institution is a part of the Interstate Passport network.

Though courses may not have one-to-one equivalencies across institutions, students are guaranteed that the credits they have earned will be accepted in network institutions.

The Interstate Passport is one of relatively few examples of course mobility that crosses state borders. While examples from Oregon and Maryland demonstrate the use of policy to support transfer within their borders, the Interstate Passport allows students to take their learning across participating institutions, regardless of whether they are located within the same state. The passport centers student learning completed rather than preferencing the state in which the learning was done.

Course Sharing

Increasingly, institutions are looking to course sharing to (re)align their course capacity with enrollment. Through course sharing, institutions can offer excess capacity in their own offerings to students enrolled in other institutions. Institutions agree to fully accept one another’s courses and may even allow students to complete entire majors through peer institutions.

For example, the HBCU-MSI Course-Sharing Consortium is a collaboration designed to support students at Historically Black Colleges and Universities (HBCUs) and Minority-Serving Institutions (MSIs) on their pathways to on-time graduation. Students who need specific courses to fulfill requirements can do so at member institutions through online courses that can be found through the course-share platform, powered by Acadeum. This collaboration increases course availability for students, who can enroll in the courses without any disruption to the way their GPAs are calculated, their financial aid, or their graduation requirements at their home institutions.

While initially conceived as a way for institutions to open up excess course capacity to students enrolled in other postsecondary institutions, course sharing may also have potential to serve mobile students well. For example, students may find that maintaining most of their enrollment
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in their home institution can be complemented through course shares at other peer institutions that might offer course content, timing, or delivery models that better align with their needs. In this way, course sharing eliminates the need for many of the impediments generally associated with traditional course transfer, such as articulation agreements, sharing transcripts, and risking that your institution chooses not to accept the credit at the end of the term. Through course sharing, these steps are moved behind-the-scenes, thus streamlining processes for students.

**Ensuring Quality**

Holistic credit mobility centers successful student learning as the determining factor towards credential completion, and can be supported by technology, policy, and practice innovations. However, this simple definition risks masking some of the real challenges to implementation, especially when it comes to ensuring quality.

Accreditation requirements, or the interpretation of those requirements, may present impediments to accepting and applying more credits and types of learning towards credentials. Generally, accreditors seek to ensure institutions or specific programs are meeting quality standards. However, there is work to be done when it comes to ensuring quality while still responding to the needs of mobile students. Generally, accreditors may be able to do more to clarify ways institutions can apply previous learning towards credentials without compromising their accreditation status.

> Faculty have limited access to the information that they may need to assess student learning and to accurately place a student on a pathway to completion.

Competing priorities and incentives for faculty can present a second challenge to implementing holistic credit mobility. This is not because faculty are unsupportive of making sure students have clear throughlines to credential completion, but because they are at the intersection of at least three competing priorities: (1) the institution, which may face financial disincentives to the acceptance of learning from other places, (2) the student, who presumably would like to complete their credential as efficiently as possible, and (3) their field, which relies on faculty to ensure a minimum level of competency across all newly-trained graduates. Currently, faculty have limited access to the information that they may need to assess student learning and to accurately place a student on a pathway to completion. Official transcripts tell one part of the story, while course syllabi, learning portfolios, and other materials should also be brought to bear. Adding to these limitations, faculty are not often called to review student learning until after the student is admitted and perhaps even committed to attending the institution. Supporting faculty to ensure they can implement a holistic credit mobility framework within and across institutions is key.

Taken together, both accreditors and faculty have key roles to play in ensuring the quality of the credentials that postsecondary institutions produce. And, to be sure, ensuring this quality
becomes more difficult when student learning is dispersed across different places. Facing the challenge of ensuring quality will be key to better serving mobile students and enacting a holistic credit mobility framework.

**Conclusion**

Over half of students today gain learning through multiple modalities and in multiple places on their way to a postsecondary credential. However, student mobility can place significant barriers to postsecondary success and completion. In this issue brief, we make the case that successful learning should bring a student closer to completion, and that the people and systems that assess and award credentials should take a more holistic approach to applying that learning. Technological tools can support this assessment, but must be accessible, accurate, scaled across systems of institutions, and mindful of the audience they intend to reach. Public and higher education policy can also support holistic credit mobility by expanding its focus beyond vertical transfer, supporting inter-institutional collaboration, and attending to funding models that disincentivize institutions to work with mobile students. Practice reforms related to learning and credit evaluation can also bring institutions closer to embracing holistic credit mobility.

In some institutions, systems, and states, technological innovation, policy reform, and practice changes are in process and center the needs of mobile students. These include efforts to provide prospective transfer students with accurate information about their options, statewide approaches to streamlining institutional responses to prior learning and course transfer, acceptance of credit across state lines, and course sharing. Continuing these and other related reforms is necessary if postsecondary education is to collectively meet the growing needs of today’s mobile students.
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